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FINDINGS OF FRINGE ARCHAEOLOGICALINTEREST IN MIANUS RIVER PARK

INTRODUCTION

0

0
H

From the period f July 1992 to June 1995, an exhaustive research effortwas made to locate, catalog and identify several possibly controversial archaeological anomalies that are currently ignored by mainstream archaeology andscience. These anomalies are in the form of stone structures and othermegalithic monuments that were left behind by a pre-Columbian and pre-Viking
Celtic seafaring culture.

In 1992, a strange stone monumentwas located at a place along the Mianus
River called Steep Hollow Gorge. This monument, which consists of three stone
markers of unknown origin and purpose and is situated approximately twenty
feet from the top of a steep cliff that overlooks the Mianus River.

The largest of these stones is rectangular in shape and is approximately
ten feet in length with a width of four feet and a uniform thickness of thirty
inches. This stone had been purposely set into the cliff at approximately a
forty-degree angle and is supported by huge stone blocks. Besides this unusual
monument, an observation platform and a possible ceremonial altar were also
found at this site.

On later explorations, further north along the River, I would find several
sites in and around the Mianus River Valley region with the majority of them
in a place called Mianus River Park. In this region, enough sites were found
to conclude that an intricate and highly advanced stone carving culture had
once lived and prospered. Even more astonishing, the stone carving techniques
applied were strikingly similar, if not identical, to techniques found at
sites all along the east coast, especially NewEngland.

Until 1992, the oldest of these sites, determined to be over six thousand
years old, (dating back to approximately 3500 to 4000 BC), were thought to
have been found in the Hudson and PutnamValley regions. Themajority of these
sites were determined to be not only pre-Columbian, but also non-Native Amer
ican in origin. Not only that, but these sites were nearly identical to sites
found in the British Isles and other places where this ancient Celtic culture
had once explored and settled.

THE MYSTERIOUS STONE CHAMBERS

The structures and monuments, that have been found in the Hudson and Putnam
Valley regions, have been broken down into several classifications with the
most significant of these being Stone Chambers. Once thought to be colonial
root cellars, these mysterious structures have become the source of much con
troversy in recent times.

THE ANATOMY OF A CHAMBER

First of all, the floor of the commonChamberis carved out of one or more
slabs of solid rock. The walls of a majority of these Chambersare constructed
out of massive blocks of granite, quartz and limestone. The Ceilings of all
Chambers, unlike the walls, are always carved out of massive slabs of schist
and gneiss. The reason for this is the fact that both schist and gneiss are
load bearing rocks. If another type of rock such as limestone had been used,
then the chamber would have eventually collapsed unless center supports were
added to help distribute the weight.

The commonChambercan be anywhere from fifteen to thirty feet in length
with an average width ranging from eight to twenty feet with the ceiling slabs
laying crossways. Each one of these slabs, which weigh several tons each, are
entirely supported by the side walls of the Chamber.

An average ceiling slab has the rough width and thickness of three feet
with a length longer than the width of the interior. The ceiling slabs were



even after thousands of years.
carved and set into place so precisely that, even

oors remain dry even during the severest of storms. Not only that, but

abs are so tightly fitted together that nothing can be slipped in

between them.
To date over two hundred of these mysterious chambers have been found in

the Hudson and Putnam Valley reg.ason and Putnam Valley regions alone. Someof them are cylindrical in

but the majority of them are oval. The oval chambers also have higher

ceilings than the cylindrical ones.

S

WHAT WERE THEYUSED FOR?

According to noted Chamber researcher, Philip Imbrogno, the largest of the

oval Chamberswere believed to have been used as rest stops by these ancient

Celtic explorers and could easily accommodate over twenty people and the

naller ones were used as storage. Several of the Chambers were also used to

observe equinoxes and Solstices by these ancient Celtic explorers and a Iew of

smaller cylindrical Chamberswere clearly used as part of the Celtic fun

eral ceremony that I will briefly explain later on in this report.

COMMONIDENTIFICATION CRITERIA

e

All of the Chambersthat were found in the Hudson ad Putnam Valley regions
were built over underground streams and were constructed of massive blocks of
granite, gneiss, quartz and sandstone. The ceilings were all constructed of
massive slabs of gneiss and schist. All Chambers have either a single or
double capstone over the entrance.

The Chambers are all built directly over large deposits of magnetite, a
rock that carries high-grade iron ore. Large standing stones, large stone
walls, and or carved boulders have been found within the vicinity of severalof the Chambers. Several of the Chamberswere also constructed on Native American sacred ground and were later used by them for religious purposes.An ancient script known as OGAMwas also found carved in stone inside oneof the Chambers. OGAMwas first deciphered in Ireland during the Seventeenthcentury and is a complete language written in the form of a Morse code withlines stroked at different angles, with each stroke representing differentletters. The inscription was a dedication to the Celtic god Beltain. Therewere also several stories of white Indians that spoke a Celtic dialect inAmerica.

Carved green, oval, limestone's were found inside two of the Chambers thatclearly depicted, the Pleiades, a star system that is barely visible to thenaked eye and appears directly overhead only on October 31st, a known Druidholiday. The Chambers are identical to structures located in the BritishIsles, an area once conquered and settled by the ancient Celts.mhe Chambers found in New England appear to be identical in constructionIchniue with little variation. Besides OGAMand other Celtic inscriptions,an Obsidian dagger was also found in the wall of a Chamberfound in the wall of a Chamber in Fawnstock Parkin Brewster, New York. The type of Obsidian used in the conw York. The type oI Obsidian used in the construction OL thedagger can only be found in Iceland.

WHO BUILT THEM?

ding to local legends, the Chamberswere said to have been built by
the Druids over four thousand years ago. In a book written in 1800 documentingstory of Westchester County, clear references and several drawings 02

s were found. The book also mentioned that the Chambers had been
.conial farmers who used several of them for storage. At the time!

the colonists were puzzled by the Chambersand had no- m aanwes ana nad no idea sa ta,them.

2



Wappinger Indian legends also tell of large men with horns on their heads(helmets) and blue eyes like the sky and faces of red fire (beards), thatjourneyed up the Hudson River many centuries ago in long ships. These peoplelived peacefully among the Wappingers for many years. In one place in particular, Ninham Mountain in Brewster New York, these mysterious people were saidto have performed great magic to summonthe earth spirits. It has long beentheorized that these mysterious people were Celtic explorers in search of ironore.
One Chamber that was found in the Hudson Valley was indeed used for thestorage of iron ore. Inside this chamber was a hole in the floor, that hadbeen covered by a large, flat, piece of shale, in which a large deposit ofsmelted iron was found. Outside of this Chamber is a large hollowed outboulder that had apparently been used as a furnace. Two grooves were cut intothe opening of this boulder, which extended down the sides of it. Around thebowl and in the immediate area, pieces of carbon were found.The presence of the Carbon was an important find for Imbrogno. Since Ironis chemically combined with Oxygen in the rock, the rock must be separatedfrom the ore and the Oxygen has to be removed from the Iron before it can beutilized. This is accomplished by grounding the rock into a powder that iscombined with Carbon and heated to a molten state.Once heated, the Oxygen will combine with the Carbon and produce CarbonDioxide gas. Once free of the rock and Oxygen, The metal will then float tothe top of the mixture. The molten metal is then poured off and collected inclay molds. This technique, which was called Reduction, was used during theBronze Age.

As you can see, the evidence supporting the Celtic origin of the Chambersis quite impressive. Little can be said, however, as to their extent of occupation and operation outside of the Hudson and Putnam Valley regions. AlthoughChambers and other Celtic related monoliths have been found from Vermont to!*the Carolina's, (east of the Hudson River), no confirmed Chambers have as yet abeen found in Bedford, Pound Ridge, or Banksville New York. There have also vbeen no Chambers found in Greenwich and Stamford Connecticut which is quite apuzzling since Chambers have been found in other parts of Connecticut includ-ing Danbury, Moodus, Groton, Thompson, and Montville.There are several possibilities why no Chambers have been found in Stamfordand Greenwich with four of the most logical explanations being:
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1. Most were misidentified as root cellars and demolished.
2. Somewere possibly so well hidden that they may have been completelyoverlooked.
3. There may not have been enough usable gneiss and schist to construct

them.
4. Stamford and Greenwich were settled in a time before the Chambers had

been invented.

of the four possible explanations, the first and the last seem to be themost logical with the second being the next logical choice. In Vermont, for
example, a concealed Chamber had been found only after a farmer had accidentally collapsed part of it with his plow. Since then, several similar Chambers
of this type have been discovered. seve

THE MIANUS RIVER PARK CONNECTION

In Mianus River Park, although no Chambershave been found, there is still asignificant amount, evidence to indicate a strong Celtic presence. For some
reason, instead of Chambers, the ancient Celts chose to construct caves that
varied in size, but were nearly identical in technique and shape. To date,
five such caves have been found in the park. The largest of these, which at

me hmaque anamshapeseves
that



Tacial anomalyne of the mosteted as a geological or glai

first glance could easil)
by the untrained observer,llained observer, has the possibility of becoming one of my

controversial points ofal points of interest of Mianus River Park.
ituated

on toph investigation.

e following
cave, which is clearly visible from a nearby trail, is situati

eep ridge on the Greenwich side of the park. After much invest

concluded that this cave could have only been constructed by the

· Celts and not the native inhabitants of the region. The fo

-ption was taken from a letter that I had written to Philip Imbro

imarily responsible for the discovery and subsequent study of seve

the Hudson and PutnamValley Chambers.

of a steep ridge on the G
I have concluded that this
ancient Celts and not tr
description was taken from

Tip Imbrogno whov of several of

of the forThe first thing that they did was carve out the ridge at approximately

ve degree angle and dumpthe debris over a cliff in front of the

mation. They then carried thirteen quarried stone slabs ranging from one ton

to approximately over sixty tons to the top of the ridge and constructed the

Not only did they do that, but they also aligned the outer slabs so that

they would focus a beamof sunlight into it as well. There is no mistake about

this.

what I was trying to explain, to him, was something that I had discovered

quite by accident while studying the cave. I had suddenly found out that the
cave had served more than one purpose, as I will try to explain as briefly as
possible. I had always suspected that the cave had served as part of a Celtic
funeral ceremony that was believed to have been practiced from the period of
4000 BCto approximately 800 BC.

This ceremony, which was quite elaborate, was usually performed in a Cham
ber, but since no Chamberhas been found in the park, I had to come to the
conclusion that the cave had been constructed to serve the same purpose. My
suspicions were later confirmed when I, along with two friends, accidentally
stumbled on a well-hidden altar less than a hundred feet south of the cave.
The altar also played an important role in the ceremony.

When a person died, the body was immediately placed inside a Chamber, or inthis case, the cave for three days. After this, the body was then taken to thealtar where the flesh was removed from the bones and the bones were ground in-.to powder. The flesh and bone were then given back to nature. After 800 BC,however, the body was usually cremated on top of the altar in the form of asky burial, a practice that was later adopted by the Vikings,Although this was the most logical explanation as to why the cave had beenconstructed, I was still puzzled as to why they had chosen to build such anelaborate structure. It wasn't until two years later, that all the pieces ofthe puzzle suddenly fit together. As I said before, the cave also seemed toerve another purpose and it wasn't until I decided to clean out its inter10Lday that I finally realized what that purpose was.ove that had been so elaborately carved, not only served as part
Celtic funeral ceremony, but it was also a complex solar observatoryDarhans. one of the most sophisticated ancient obseistern United States. I was certain that I had come +

10 Observatories ever found in theI was ceildin that I had come to the right concludeThere was no doubt about it. Thew doubt about it. The cave was definitely an observatory, bu
still needed to be positive that ita to be positive that it was indeed Celtic in origin.lance to verify my findings and positively identify the cave came
I, along with a friend, attenwith a friend, attended a lecture that was given by a group
Chamber experts in PutnamCount
cave to one of the experts (Charleof the experts (Charles Boyle) and told him that its ende
faced due West. After examining twest After examining it for a moment, he confirmed my suspect

hat it was not only Celtic in origin, but that it was also ne
marked. He also pointed out that oneprofile of a bearded human face thatbearded human face that just happened to be looking East
the rising sun. My three years of research

My three years of research were finally beginning to pay

slabs clearly resembled
During the lecture, the experts shcture, the experts showed video tapes that proved to

Chambershad been used by the ceheen used by the Celts to mark the equinoxes and solstices.
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directional orientation of the Chamber entrances was so precise, especiallythe ones used to mark the winter solstice, that the light from the rising sun
only directly illuminated the entrances of these Chambers during these events.
I was actually shocked when I saw the tapes of the solstices in the Chambers

because I had personally seen similar occurrences in the Observatory Cave.
There was no mistake about it. The way that a beam of sunlight formed on the
back wall of the Chambers and moved across their floors matched the way that
the light was focused into the cave.

220 DEGREES SOUTH SOUTHWEST

While sitting against the back wall of the cave, one day, I noticed that in
the top corner of the entrance, where the largest of the stone slabs met the
side of the cliff, there was an upside down gun sight that lined up directly
on the coordinates of 220 degrees South Southwest. At the time, I was almost
certain that the sun would fall into the gun sight shortly before the winter
solstice and would completely illuminate the cave during and after it.
However, I wasn't positive how long this would occur because I was not able to
determine the exact elevation of the gun sight. I was relatively certain that
the sun would rise above the gun sight shortly after the Spring Solstice.

After examining what I thought had been a smoke hole at the rear of the
cave, I could find no evidence of charring or discoloration. Besides that,
there was also no evidence of there having been a fire pit inside of it. I
did, however, find that the hole was positioned so that when the sunlight
entered it, the light was reflected and focused into a beam that was projected
on the rear wall of the cave.

On one of the days preceding the 1995 summer solstice, I went to the cave
at approximately 1:45 PMand watched as the beam of light moved from right to
left along the wall. At exactly 2:00 PM, when the sun was at 220 degrees South
Southwest, the beam of light was then focused on the floor of the cave and
formed an elongated triangle. At this point, the triangle moved from right to
left across the cave floor. When I checked the cave again at 3:00 PM, the
triangle was just beginning to move into Acrevice on the right side wall of the
cave. I went back to the cave on June 21st, 1995 and watched the Summer
Solstice.

THE SUMMER SOLSTICE 1995

On the day of the solstice, not only did the small triangle shaped beam of
light form on the floor of the cave, but at 3:30 PM, a second, much larger,
triangle shaped beam of light formed. This beam moved across the floor from
left to right (West to East) until it reached the right hand corner at exactly
4:34 PM. Any other time of the year, the larger beam cannot be formed because
of the sun's elevation.

Normally, once the sun passes to the mouth of the cave, it no longer shines
on the main part of the focuser mechanism and the small beam disappears.
altogether. When this occurs, the sunlight then shines through two more holes
located directly behind the main slab, that forms a large portion of the
outside wall of the cave, and forms two more beams of light that strike and
move across the rear of the cave.

Upon its discovery in 1992, I had been quite puzzled as to why the Celts
had chosen to build such a large cave since if it had been intended solely for
the purpose of storing a body during the funeral ceremony, a much smaller cave
would have been more than adequate. It had definitely not been intended to be
used as a shelter. This was particularly true since the entrance seemed just
too wide to be effectively covered with animal skins in cold weather.



even if it had been possible to cover the entrance, the cave would have

still been drafty. There was a hole in the ceiling as well as a long slit-like

pening in the rear of the cave that stretched from the floor to the ceiling
co that water entering the hole in

The Iloor which had been purposely sloped so that w
we ceiling would flow out of the cave instead of flooding it, still got damn

ven more perplexing was the fact that the entrance faced South-southwest

This made it very difficult to figure out what else it could have possibly

been used for since the entrances of the Chambers in America as well as the

British Isles are oriented in such a way as to allow thesuch a way as to allow the light from the sun to

er them on a solstice or equinox. To put it simply, most chambers face due

east. After doing much research as to why its builders had chosen to ollent

une entrance 220 degrees South-southwest, the only reasons that I could come
up with at the time were:

The sun shines directly over the cave in the area where the large main
slab meets the side of the cliff.

2. The sun is at its highest point of unobstructed view at 220 degrees.

20th, joc as in the

Luckily, I was able to create a computer simulation of the changes in the
elevation of the sun at 220 degrees and determined that the sun would shine
directly into the cave sometimebetween the Autumn Equinox and the Spring
Equinox. From autumn to spring, at 220 degrees, the sun's elevation drops from
approximately forty-five degrees in elevation on the Autumn Equinox to
nineteen degrees in Decemberand returns to forty-five degrees in the spring.

All of this actually occurred at approximately 2:00 PM from September 22nd
to October 26th, 1995. From October 27th to December 14th, as in the simulat
ion, the sun dropped to nineteen degrees. OnMarch 20th, 1996, the sun reached
forty-five degrees again. As I have said before, the cave is definitely a sol
ar observatory capable of not only tracking the sun's position and elevation,
but also all of the significant solar events.

It is clear that the Observatory Cave could have only been constructed bythe ancient Celts simply because of its complexity. The native inhabitants, atthe time, had no knowledge of this type of architecture and were just beginning to construct crude stone tools and weapons. They often found shelter innatural rock caves or beneath ledges and hunted with spears and knives. Theyhad either very limited or no previous knowledge of astronomy or any real concept of the solstices or equinoxes prior to the arrival of the first Celticscouting parties that had entered the region.

gnifican
only track.before

THE ARCHAIC NATIVE AMERICAN CULTURE

--you wo would admit that the

Up until about 6000 BC, the majority of the New England Indian tribes,which had been primarily nomadic hunters and used rather crude stone toolsheran to augment their diet with the almost unlimited supplies of fish andwhojifich found along the NewEngland coastline. By 2500 BC, these still seminomadic tribes suddenly acquired the bow and arrow and began to establishpermanent settlements. Most archaeologists would admit that they aret hoe these tribes acquired the bow and arrow and why these previously
1that they are puzzled

nomadic hunters would settle down and become farmers.In book called biographies and Legends of the New England Indians thatwas written by Leo Bonfanti in 1968 there is a brief mentionAccording to Bonfanti "by 2500 BC, via a progression that is still unknown tous, they developed bows and arrows, weapons that gave them a marked advantageer their prey. During this same period, they replaced the wood and stoneand dishes with those made of fired clay pottery, a discovery that againhelped to revolutionize their mode of living, particularlyits. Even more important than these two discoveries was the Archaic Indians'ability to depend on more and more plant life for their daily food for on theNew England soil grew a profusion of berries, fruits and ver



sometime between 3000 BC and 2000 BC, the knowledge that these foods could

help sustain them during those periods when meat and fish were in short supply

led to their first attempts at cultivating the soil."
This one paragraph would seem to indicate that these people had had some

sort of contact with another culture, a culture that had bows and arrows, knew

how to fish, made their wares out of fired clay pottery and knew a lot about

farming. The ancient Celts and maybe even the Basques seem to be the most

likely culprits. There is even a good possibility that the artifacts found may

not have even been Native American in origin as I will explain later.

Let's look at one more little piece of evidence that would also seem to

indicate that an ancient seafaring culture may have at one time settled in New

England. There exists permanent stone structures in New Hampshire, which even

colonial records show, were found before the coming of the Europeans. They are

what are known as fishing weirs. A weir is a structure that was built in a

river or lake to catch large quantities of fish. Most of the ones in most

parts of New England were temporary, but the ones in NewHampshire were per

manent stone structures.
In a detailed article describing these weirs as well as someother ancient

engineering marvels of New England, a well-known archaeologist named Colgate

Gilbert III noted that the local Indian tribes had no tradition of building

the weirs, though that did not prevent them from using them. State archaeolo

gist Gary Humenoted that in other parts of New England large fishing weirs

were located but none of them to rival the New Hampshire fishing weirs. To

this day no one knows who was responsible for their construction.
Also mentioned in this article was a genuine megalithic site located on

Burnt Mountain in the Berkshire Mountains. At this site there are five stand

ing pillars of stone set in an alignment to indicate when the summersolstice

is to occur. There were no markings found on the stones nor were there and

artifacts found at the site. As with a lot of these megalithic sites, they

neither appear in Indian tradition or colonial records.

BACK TO THE OBSERVATORY CAVE IN MIANUS RIVER PARK

The Observatory Cave has the distinction of possibly being one of the old

est and most sophisticated of the multi event Calendar sites ever to be found

in the eastern United States. Calendar One, the next oldest site, which was

constructed somewherebetween thirty five hundred and twenty seven hundred

years ago, was discovered by Byron Dix in 1974 in Royalton Vermont.

Calendar One, which is almost as complex as the Observatory cave, is situ

ated in a twenty acre bowl shaped depression that is bordered on two sides by

ridges. After two years of research it was concluded that it had once served

as a complex solar observatory very similar to Stone Henge. It could mark

eight significant solar events such as the sunrise and sunset on the solstices

and equinoxes.
By examining the topography of Mianus River Park, one can see why the Celts

chose to build the Observatory Cave instead of something more expansive. There

are simply too many ridges for such a site to have been successfully con

structed, and the presence, ridges also made it impossible for the Celts to

have built an effective solstice Chamber.
The Observatory Cave was perhaps one of the most sophisticated structures

that the ancient Çelts ever had to construct. This was due not only to its

location, but also what function it had to serve. Every detail had to be pain

stakingly planned out.
The ridge had to be carved out at approximately a forty-five degree angle

to form the inner wall. The large stone slabs then had to be quarried and

moved to the site. Once there, the slabs not only had to be moved into posit

ion, but also had to be carved to match every movement of the sun and the

amount of light that entered the cave at specific times of the year.

This process may have taken several years to accomplish, but it was done



he Cave, I candimark all of thesuccessfully. After spending
honestly say that it de
significant Solar events with a gea

y. After spending a year making observations at the Cave

say that it definitely has the ability to predict and mark al

Solar events with a great deal of accuracy.

THE MYSTERYOF MIANUS RIVER PARK
anything thatve American act

Celtic involve

on of elaborate

What I have found in Miahave found in Mianus River Park does not conform to anything

a even be remotely linked to any type of COI
lacement of large bouldivity. Almost everything in the park pouverything in the park points to some type of Celtic ir

ment. The stone carving techniques, he
ers and standing stones weigningaing stones weighing several tons, the construction of elaba

stone fortifications as well as the directional orientation of certain.
LOLLIIications as well as the directional orientation 01 certain ker,

structures speak for themselves.
11 ponds and brooks were also constructed in strategic locations. .

small rainwater ponds were everiwater ponds were even constructed on top of the formation containi

the Observatory Cave. BesiIvatory Cave. Besides ponds, there are also several natural spi

and underground streams located throughout the para
le construction of the Observatory Cave was something that could have not

possibly been accomplished by the native inhabitant that had settled the re

gion prior to or in colonial times. The techniques employed were far too ad
vanced.

It seems logical that Mianus River Park would have been one of the best

places to establish a long-term colony. The uniqueness of the terrain made it.
a highly desirable and easily defensible location for a long term settlement,
Also, Mianus River Park just happens to lie within eighteen miles south of a
large stone monument that was positively identified as Celtic in origin, in
North Salem, New York and roughly twelve miles east of the Hudson River.

If the Celts had indeed traveled across the Atlantic Ocean using the same
routes of Columbus and later explorers, as some researchers have suggested,
then the Mianus River Valley region would have been the Ideal location for a
major Celtic settlement. This is especially true, since Mianus River Park also
lies less than two miles away from long Island Sound.

It is now also theorized, by me, that the Celts moored their ships as farinland as Palmers Hill Roadwhere a Colonial ship building operation had oncebeen located. This made the Mianus River Valley region even more desirable asa base of operation from which expeditions could be launched to explore therest of the East Coast.
At one time, Long Island Sound could clearly be seen from the top of one ofthe ridges in Mianus River Park. This would have made it extremely difficultor even impossible for an enemyto launch a surprise attack against the settlement. Also, there was more than an adequate supply of food, water and othermaterials in this region at the time to support a considerable colonizationand exploration effort.

WHAT I HAVE FOUND

Over the past few years, I have found over fifty sites in Mianus River Parkalone that could, in no way, be li+ couldin no way, be linked to either the activity of the DULwhichhad begun to explore the east coasun to explore the east coast in 1600, or the native inhabitansof that sameperiod.
have found several flat bottomed, carved standing stones in vario

is and sizes and in various stages of constructionor stones with caved ine Paterns and at least two convoluted bou

tones with carved line patterns and at least two
me

ers that bear a striking resemblance tostriking resemblance to similar stones in the British
have been found in the park. Sind in the park. Several Dolmen-type pedestal and perched bo
have also been found.

a few of the boulders were placed strategically along the LOP
certain ridges were clearlywere clearly used as observation points. A few of these bo

are cut, rec

the British Isles
10 perched boulders

he tops of
these bould



ers were even carved flat on the bottom. At the top of one ridge in par
ticular, where two carved boulders were found, was surrounded by a stone wall
that was just recently discovered to be pre-colonial in origin.

The ridge apparently served a guard post to protect one of the nearby
ridges where ceremonies had once been performed. One of the boulders even had
steps and a shallow seat-like depression carved into it. Also,
network of fortifications that I have found throughout the park indicates a
very strong, non-Native American and pre-Columbian militaristic presence.

FORTIFICATIONS

I recently conducted a survey around a section of the park that my
colleagues and I have named the Red Zone and made a very shocking discovery. I

discovered that the Red Zone, which contains the highest amount of stone carv
ing activity and seems to have been one of the most heavily populated sections
of the park, was one of the most highly fortified.

There is definitely a complex network of stone fortifications that stretch
for almost half a mile along the Northwest side of the park. These fortificat
ions are composed of a combination of natural stone ridges and others that had
their faces carved so flat that they are impossible to climb. In some places,
there are also thin stone slabs that had been carved and set into place at 45
degree angles so that people could hide behind them. There is even a stone
slab approximately sixteen feet tall, six feet wide and five inches thick that
was in the process of being quarried so that it could be added to the fortifi
cations.

4

OTHER EVIDENCE OF CELTIC INVOLVEMENT

HHH

Since 1992, I have found several boulders with strange Y-shaped markings.
The largest of these boulders has a clearly defined Y-shaped marking on the
front of it and seemed to be some kind of monument. I was puzzled as to the

significance of this monument up until almost three years after its discovery.
If this had been the only boulder with this type of marking in the park, then
I might have dismissed it as a natural occurrence.
..It wasn't until 1995, after I had found several other boulders with the

same type of marking that I began to wonder whether or not it could be Celtic
in origin. I finally found the answer in a book written by Barry Fell called
America BC. According to Fell, a Professor Emeritus from Harvard University
who had spent several years studying the Chambers and other monuments left
behind by the Celts, the Y-shaped marking was indeed an ancient Gaelic in

scription. The Y-shaped marking represented the Gaelic word "Wa" which, when

translated, signifies mourning. If this translation is accurate, these bould

ers were left behind as some type of Celtic memorials.
This marking has been found in several countries where the Celts had

settled, including the eastern United States. The majority of the ones found

in America were carved on small grave markers circa 800 BC to approximately
750 AD when the Celts had finally adopted the practice of burying their dead.

The Y-shaped marking was carved on one side of the marker and the name of the

person was inscribed on the other.

THE PUZZLESTONE RIDGE

On January 23rd 1993, I decided to explore a trail that I had not noticed

before and found several carved boulders both halfway up and on top of a steep

cliff. Pressed for time, I decided not to risk the climb to the top. On the

24th, I returned to the ridge and stood in awe at the sight of a stacked clus

ter of carved boulders that, at first, almost appeared to be a natural glacial

formation at the top of the ridge from the trail below. This formation, on



rs had beenthe back ofcarved comce of a gigantic
e shaped cavehree feet that

closer examination, was del en I examined the back
As I ascended the 11ended the ridge, I was amazed to find that the boulders

ed and set into place. I was even more amaze

the formation and foundon and found that the backs of the boulders had been ca,

pletely flat. This gave the back:This gave the back of the formation the appearance of a.

stone wall.
At the base of this unusu

with a depth of roughly six feetn of roughly six feet and a height of approximately three fe

remarkably similar to other caves that I had I

was there a cave at the basea cave at the base of the formation, but there was also

platform carved into a boulder abarved into a boulder above it and what appeared to be a boulder

front of it that appeared to have aat appeared to have a seat-like depression carved into the

of it. This was definitely a P.
performed. I ambeginning to suspectI ambeginning to suspect that the cave at the base of the fo

Y nave also been used as part of a funeral ceremony.

was

the park. Not onlyalso a smalle a boulder ind into the topv had once beenof the format

STANDING STONES

Not long after I had found the Observatory Cave back in 1992, I had alsa

Iound a large standing stone that weighed several tons. Upon closer examinat

ion, I was amazedto find that not only had the back of it been carved com
pletely flat, but also the bottom of it.

This stone had clearly been quarried somewhere else and brought to the
place where it now stands. It is precisely balanced so that it now rests on
three points. The shape of the stone and the way that it was placed indicates
that it is some kind of monument, perhaps a Celtic Herm. Herms are standing
stones in various shapes and sizes that had the head of a god or important
person carved into the top of them. On top of this monument, though greatly
weathered, the rough shape of what appears to be a human head can still be
seen.

At another location, I also found a smaller, but very similar standingstone that had not yet been completely separated from the surrounding rock ofa much larger boulder when work on it had suddenly been abandoned. The bottomof it had been carved flat and small blocks had been placed beneath it to support its weight.

DOLMEN, PERCHEDAND PLATFORMED BOULDERS

On top of several of several ridges and cliffs throughout the park, thereare what is commonlycalled perched boulders. These boulders, which can weighfrom less than a ton to several tons, were purposely placed at the edges OLcliffs. This type of boulder, which is found in many places, was once worshipped by the Eastern Woodland Indians that performed ceremonist of these boulders fall under the category of Dolmen. Dolmen are

inalans enat performed ceremonies beneath themnuments that were erected at the site of the death of a great leader
to commemoratea battle and consisted of either a lastone. Large perched or balancedA Cromlech Dolmen is a large cioch Dolmen is a large capstone boulder weighing ten tons or me

hat is supported on three to five stone pegs.Dolman, which weighs overwhich weighs over eighty tons, is located along
The

Salem, New 101*.New York. It is composedof pink granite and weighs nprecisely balanced on six limestoneon six limestone columns.
Long route 116 in Northpk gnite and weighs

weighing thirty tons, ins. is located in Lynn Massachusetts.
It is support

inetu tons. ItA second, much smaller Dthree peg stones.
e found two much smaller examples of this twich. The first one was found inat one was found in the park not from a dry lake and the

he WASLouna appoximately five miles man
s type of Dolmen in Green,imatey Ive Miles west of the park.In 1995 I noted that therenoted that there were a few rather large boulders that we

telligently carved and placed onved and placed on carved stone slabs. At the time I was10

S supported on

e second

ers that were in
I was unsure



of what to classify them as, but now I must conclude that these are an even
more ancient class of Dolman. One of these boulders is located on a 110-acre
parcel of land that is scheduled to be developed at the time of this updated
report.

Just recently (September of 1998) I visited a site south of Mianus River
Park that has two rather large intelligently carved boulders of this type that
range from sixty to one hundred tons. Besides being carved, one of these

boulders, which appears to be very old, is inscribed as well.

THE INHABITANTS OF MIANUS RIVER PARK AND HOW THEY MAY HAVE LIVED
60e

The first questions that always seems to come to mind are; what were the
ancient Celts like and how did they live? These two questions would have ,al
most impossible to answer if notable Roman authors such as Strabo the geo
grapher, Diodorus and Caesar had not left fairly accurate accounts.

The ancient Celts were described as a fair-haired race with blue eyes. They
were very high spirited, boastful, rather quarrelsome, courageous in war, with
a love of ornamentation. Warriors and men of lower rank went naked during the

warmer seasons of the year when war was considered appropriate.
In winter, the men wore cloaks of animal hide. They lived in huts that were

made out of the interlocked boughs over which animal hides were stretched. If
there was a shortage of animal skins, then mats of grass or even birch bark
were used instead. In a sense, they lived pretty much the same way that the
Eastern Woodland Indians lived and may have even intermarried.

FIRST CONTACT

OD

OF

Of all of the Native American tribes that may have had contact with these
ancient explorers, the Algonquins seem to be the most likely. Experts in
linguistics have proved, after much research, that certain words in the
Eastern Algonquin dialect are nearly identical in meaning and pronunciat-ion
to ancient Gaelic.

According to Professor Barry Fell, certain specific examples of their
language can still be found today in New England. For example, the Amoskeag
River. In Algonquin, the word Amoskeagmeans one who takes small fish. In Gae
lic, the word is Ammo-iasgag which means small fish river. The Gaelic word for
fish is iasg and the suffix -ag means small.

The Ammonoosuc River is another good example. In Algonquin, Amnonoosuc
means "small fishing river" but, if read As'-min-a-sugh, it means, in Gaelic,
"small river for taking out (fish)."

The Merrimack River has more than one Indian name. One of them is
Kaskaashadi which is very similar to the Gaelic phrase 'q-uisge-siadi which
means "with slow moving water." The word Merrimack itself sounds very similar
to the Gaelic words mor-riomach which mean "of great depth." The Algonquin
word for gorge is cuiche, which is nearly identical to the Gaelic word cuithe.

RIVERS

ALGONQUIN
Pisacataqua
Semuneneal
Cabassauk

MEANING
white stone
grains of rock
place of sturgeon

CELT or GAELIC
pios-cata'-cua
semen-aill
cabach

MEANING
pieces of snow
same meaning
gap toothed
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ALGONQUIN
Monomonock

PONDS AND LAKES
CELTor GAELIC

MEANING Moine-manadh-achisland or lookout
place
cold water Punntaine-pol

MEANING
boggy lookout
place
numbing cleared
place
not covered
(by vegetation)
seasonable waters

Pontinipo

Natukko cleared place Neo-tugha

Asquam pleasant watering | Uisge-amail
place

MOUNTAINS
ALGONQUIN
Attilah
Munt (Hill)
Cowissewaschook

MEANING
blue berries
People (Indians)
proud peak

CELTor GAELIC
aiteal
muintear
Cuiseach-stuc

MEANING
juniper berries
people
proud peak

COGNEWAH

The Native Americans that lived in the area in colonial times even had a
name for Mianus River Park. This namewhich was almost certainly mispronounced
Cognewahby the early colonists, later becamethe name of a road that now bor
ders the Greenwich side park. Thepossible pronunciation of this name could be
Cah-ne-wa, which in Gaelic, when roughly translated, means - The (Sun's) Rays
Place of Mourning. In Gaelic, the word Cahmeans rays or heat and Wa of coursemeans mourning.

If this were a descriptive term used by the Native Americans, then the wordCah would have most likely been used to describe the ancient Celts. To them,the Celts were the rays or children of the sun god, Beltaine. To both the Native inhabitants and the Celts, this was indeed a sacred place of mourning inwhich many of their people were buried. In Algonquin, it would have been called a Ponemahor a final resting place. In Gaelic, it would have been called abonn-a-muigh or a permanent resting place.

Now you might think that this is all very interesting, but what conclusiveevidence is there that the ancient Celts and not the Native Americans were theones primarily responsible for the majority of the stone carving in MianusDark? Iwasn't until June 1995 that I could really answer that question. The Celts, though they left very few written records during their occue that inhabited The Mianus River Valley region did leave something else carved in stone.
As I have said before, when I showedthe photograph of the Obserywat icharles Bovle), he pointed out that there was a profile of abearded human face on one of the stone slabs. This was

one of the stone slabs. This was something very importbe Celts had a very complex language. It was so complex, in fact, thatvery few letters inscribed in stone could tell a whole storyDuring the lecture, the expert had brought along with him several examplesof not only their written language, buttheir written language, but also small stones that not only hadwords carved into them, but when held a certain way
hem but when held a certain way, clearly showed the profile of a human face. In fact, one of +, foe In fact, one of the stones not only showed the profileof a bearded man, but also the name of theman but also the nameof the person and when and how he died. It

told what gods he worshipped and where he had been buri
hipped and where he had been buried. It also told of

what animals he had hunted during his life and what animo
whunted during his life and what animal had finally killedhim.

Whenthe stone was held a certain waywas held a certain way, it not only showed a profile of the
man's face, but also showed the profilesalso showed the profiles of the animals hunted. This stone
clearly showed that the man, who was a hunterwas a hunter, was killed by a woolly mammoth
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and was buried between a split boulder over eight thousand years ago. All of
this information had been taken from one small, oddly shaped, stone that had
just a few Celtic Letters and symbols carved into the front of it.

The Celts in Mianus River Valley region not only carved the profile of a
human face into one of the stone slabs of the Observatory cave, but also on
several others as well. There is even a human profile carved into the cliff in
front of the cave.

So far, one of the biggest pieces of evidence that has been found are not
one, but several altars in various shapes and sizes that are scattered
throughout the park. As I mentioned earlier, on altar in particular, was used
as part of the Celtic Funeral ceremony that was practiced somewhere between
4000 BC and 800 AD. It is very unlikely that the native inhabitants would have
adopted the Celtic funeral or any other religious practices especially since,
there were no records of these ceremonies having been performed in colonial
times. The local tribes, however, did build stone walls for no apparent rea
son. This was a practice that continued up until and sometimes even during
colonial times in certain areas.

THE WALLS OF MIANUS RIVER PARK

P.

(D

In 1996, I conducted a survey of some of the walls that are located in
Mianus River Park and suspect that at least a few of them may be pre-Colonial
in origin. Some of these walls show evidence of damage that was caused by ex
tremely large trees that had fallen on top of them a long time ago and rotted
away completely.

There are basically three types of walls found in Mianus River Park. The
first type is constructed of a combination large uncut stones and quarried

blocks. These stones were placed in such a way so that there were gaps in
between them to allow the wind not to be obstructed by them

This type of wall construction has been found in places where Chambers and
other Celtic related megaliths have also been discovered. One wall of this
type, which was found in Marlboro Massachusetts, was determined to be over
three thousand years old.

From what I have seen, so far, at least a few of the walls in the park were
used as part of their fortifications and unlike colonial walls, they run from
flat ground to high ground at steep angles and even run over certain ridges.
Some of them even intersect with the bottoms of ridges and stop abruptly and
then continue again on the other side of them.

One wall, in particular, which is over three feet tall, runs from the
Mianus River and crosses an area between two ridges which has a gentle slope.
At one point, where there is a clean break in the wall, there is a large split
carved boulder. Upon closer examination of this boulder, I had found not only
had it been carved so that someone could sit or stand on top of it but, there
was also a pictogram carved into the top of the boulder that clearly showed
where the boulder was in relation to the break in the wall. This boulder was
clearly a guard post.

The second type of wall is composed of small stone and has an average
height of about two feet. This type of wall is found just about everywhere
south of the Red Zone and doesn't seem to serve any real purpose. The third
type is the traditional colonial wall which is found mostly north of the Red
Zone. On August 29th 1998, these stone rows as they are more commonly called
were determined to be pre-colonial in origin.

It seems that all of the tribes that lived in areas that had once been
occupied by the Celts built stone walls. This practice was learned from the
Celts who had built several large stone walls that still can be seen today. As
for the tribes that had lived in Stamford, it would seem more than likely that
they had learned a great deal from the Celts.
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THE PRINCIPAL TRIBES

The two principal tribes thancipal tribes that lived in Stamford were the Toquams and the

Shippan. Both of these tribes were members."Loes were members of the Wappinger Confederacy

unlike the surrounding tribes, whichaing tribes, which spoke the Delaware language, they spoke

the Eastern Algonquin Dialect. It is even eenalect. It is even possible that the Toquam and the

Shippan were the actual descendants of a bandwere the actual descendante The Mianus Riviru that the Tog
- descendants of a band of Wappinger's that had either

willingly traveled with the Celts to the! With the Celts to the Mianus River Valley or were brought

along as slaves. There is even thenere is even the distinct possibility that the Toquam and

the Shippan were the half-breed children 01 we:-breed children of the Celts themselves.
i Now, all that is left as a reminder OIleit as a reminder of their existence are the great stone

monuments that would have virtually remainenave virtually remained unnoticed if I had not discovered
them. After the Celts either left or dieaeither left or died outthe native inhabitants sacred
up until colonial times when they too disappeared.

On top of a ridge not far away from the obsfar away from the observatory cave and the main altar
site, there is a large seat that is carved entirelyge seat that is carved entirely out of quartz. This type
of seat, which faces south, is commonlyknown as an exampa Druid's throne. After a great deal OI SU

1, icommonly known as an example of what is called
trone.After a great deal of study, it was found that ceaunate

people of great importance once sat on such stone seats.
In another part of the park, there is anoupart of the park, there is another seat that faces Northwest.

nicn is believed to be an Indian prayer seat, was used y namgreat
warriors to seek a vision. Today, both of these places have weeabandoned.

NO

SIMILARITIES BETWEENTHE NINHAM MOUNTAIN FUNERAL SITE AND THE
MIANUS RIVER PARK OBSERVATORY CAVE SITE

For you to have a better understanding as to why I have come to the conclusion that the ancient Celts once inhabited the Mianus River Valley, I needto explain a few things. At first glance, the caves in Mianus River Park seemto have little in commonwith the Chambersof the Hudson and Putnam Valleys,but after closer examination of all information that has been gathered aboutthe caves, certain startling similarities simply cannot be ignored. First ofall, there is an incredible similarity between one site in particular that waslocated on Ninham Mountain in Brewster, New York and the Observatory Cave sitein Mianus River Park.

where is ! THENINHAM MOUNTAIN SITE

On Ninham Mountain, there is a Stone Chamberthat was used as part of theCeltic funeral ceremony. On the front wall ofweremony on the front wall of this Chamber are three carvedash marks which is believed to symbolize the cycle of birth, death andrebirth. These same slash marks have been found onwameclash marks have been found on several other Chambers aswell. Toward the back of the Chamber, there is a carved bedrock slab on whichbodies were placed for a period of three days during the funeral
ee days during the funeral ceremony.There is also an inscription on the back wall of the

on the back wall of the Chamber, that to my
knowledge, has not yet been deciphered. Bese vet been deciphered. Besides the funeral ceremony. thisChamber was also used to mark the Winter Solstice. Inhe Winter Solstice. In a large cleared out
space behind the chamber, there is a largeher there is a large, carved stone platform or stagee stone wall. On top of the stage are
two quartz altars that are bt are both large enough to hold a body. Behind the altars
are smaller carved platforms where people once stood topeople once stood to observe the ceremonies.

Someof the platform stones as well as the tops ofa well as the tops of the altars were found to
be heavily stained with an oil that was probablyin that was probably made from animal fat or
something similar, that was used to make fires. Bito make fires. Behind the platform, is a
large toppled standing stone. On the wall arion the wall are several Celtic inscriptions in
the form of a very ancient type of OGAMand

e
YOU

unus
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THE MIANUS RIVER PARK OBSERVATORY CAVE SITE

Ë�

Not long after I had discovered the Observatory Cave back in 1992, I immed

iately noticed that there was a recess carved into the inside portion of the

largest of the wall slabs that seemed to be just big enough for a body to have

been placed.
Behind the Observatory Cave, nestled between two narrow ridges, is an altar

site very similar to the one on Ninham Mountain. This site which was also

found in 1992, includes a large stone altar and an observation platform. The

entire surface of the altar, including the quartz, was found to be completely

stained black. The observation platform, which overlooks the front of the

altar, is carved into the second ridge and is larger than the one on Ninham

Mountain.
Since 1992, two additional caves were found near the altar site, which may

also have been used to store bodies. One cave in particular, which was dis

covered in 1995 and is still under investigation, has a more Chamber-like

interior. It was very difficult to find this cave because it had been purpose

ly filled with dirt and debris. To make it even more difficult to find, the

entrance had also been partially sealed to give it the appearance of a narrow

crevice in a rock ledge.

cV'c� dV/d€

EPILOGUE 1996

Without doing complicated archaeological digs and doing carbon dating any

artifacts found within the vicinity of the sites, it is extremely difficult to

determine the exact date that the Mianus River settlement actually came into

existence,
If a chamber had been found, then it would have been relatively simple to

determine the approximate age of the settlement. However, since no chambers

have been found within the vicinity of the park, then it is possible that the

settlement may have actually pre-dated the construction of the first Chambers

in America and maybe even those that have been found in other countries,

including the British Isles.
It was first believed, by most researchers, that the earliest settlements

had been established approximately 4500 BC. This date was based on the carbon

dating of material that had been found trapped in between the stones that made

up the walls of the Chambers located in the Hudson and Putnam Valleys during

their construction. This material consisted of vegetation and even more

recently, fossilized human remains in the form of fingers that were found in

at least two of the Chambers.
Another way that certain sites were dated was by the depiction of certain

star systems that are no longer in existence. The age of the balanced stone in

North Salem was determined this way. Through a science called Archeostronomy,

a star system that was depicted on the top of the capstone was visible in the

night sky approximately thirty two hundred years ago.

As more artifacts and data were recovered, the date of the exploration and

colonization of areas east of the Hudson River has been pushed back as far as

eight thousand years. It would seem very possible that since no Chambers have

been found in the Mianus River Valley, that it was colonized at a time before

they were even conceived.
This is especially true since the Celtic Funeral ceremony did not continue

after 800 BC. This observation alone would place the age of the Mianus River

settlement at somewhere between eighty five hundred and four thousand years,

If this is true, then it is quite possible that the settlement is perhaps one

of the oldest in the New World and may have played an important role in the

later explorations and the establishment of other settlements.

As was mentioned earlier, the Observatory Cave site does bear a striking

resemblance to later Solstice and Funeral sites that were found in the Hudson

and Putnam Valley regions. It is now also believed that Druidism, which was

thought to have come into existence in 400 BC, actually started much earlier
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swhichi,
"lexper

practiced world

in America. It is also believ as other CelticSource: ca. It is also believed that Shamanism, which is now practiced

wide, also originated in America ould have had an
From the evidence gatheredthe evidence gathered in Mianus River Park as well as other Cel.

settlers. For
related sites, it seems log ud find manytes, it seems logical that the Native Americans would have had

important role in the spiritudrole in the spiritual development of the Celtic settlers

possible that the Celts that
eru you were to look at Shamanismand Druidism, you

similarities between them. In
inhabited the region adopted the bethe region adopted the beliefs of the Native Americans and combined.

them with their own to form Druidism.
Mianus River Park may have been just a: Park may have been just one of these places where Shaman

and Druidism were developed and pr h the preexisting inhabitants
ere developed and practiced. It is also quite possible that the

ancient Celts and other peoples in
of the region. The Eastern Algonquins1. The Eastern Algonquins, whose language is nearly identical to.

ancient Gaelic, stated that theirelic, stated that their ancestors :had crossed the sea many, centuries.

Iso held yearly sacrifices up until 1819 for their safe arrival in

the NewWorld.
uistic experts have also stated that their language Is Completely

different from the western Algonqui[ Irom the western Algonquin dialect, which has a substantial number

of Siberian roots. In NewEngland, LIan roots. In New England, there is an abrupt change between the two

dialects.
The Wabanaki dialect in Maine not only uses Celtic words, but also Semitic

with Phoenician origins. In fact there are hundreds of words of Semitic

origin found in he modernWabanaki language. To put it quite simply, the older

Siberian words of the Algonquins were displaced in the east by words from the

Mediterranean Maube there wasnit any Sibenannthece n
Besides Gaelic and Semitic words, there were also substantial injections of

Egyptian vocabulary that are apparent from the hundreds of roots in the
Wabanaki and the Micmac language. In fact, the writing system of the Micmacs

peis one derived from Egypt. According to one expert, America was visited by
several cultures long before Columbusor even the Vikings.

st As for who the original inhabitants of the Mianus River Valley region were
and where they had originated, the majority of them most likely came from
Ireland and Scotland. As time went on, however, around approximately 800 BC,
they were joined by Celts from the British Isles and the Iberian Peninsula.
And from the information gathered in Mianus River Park, they were there up
until quite recently, possibly even up until colonial times.

One rather controversial piece of evidence, in particular, that would seem
to support this possibility, was an inscription found carved on a stone notfar from the Observatory Cave. This inscription states in plain English that aperson named S. Torrey died in 1617.) The reason that this inscription is socontroversial that it appears to have been written by two people which wouldtend to make one suspect that it is fake. However, if S. Torrey had writtenhis or her name on the rock like most people now carve their names in trees,Athen it could be quite possible that when S. Torrey died. A friend or familymember could have easily added on to the inscription.

EWhen I found this inscription inn I found this inscription in 1992, I thought that S. Torrey was perhapsone of a group of English explorers thatwun of English explorers that had died after becoming lost, butafter doing a considerable amount of reseconsiderable amount of research, I found out that the Englishdid not explore the NewWorld until much laterthe NewWorld until much later and were not even close to theMianus River Valley.
no let us assume that the inscription is authentic then if not an explorer, then who was S. Torrey?was S. Torrey? Even more importantly; how did he or she get

ere? It wasn't until recently that I could confidently a
until recently that I could confidently answer these questaions. First of all, S. Torrey was buLe 1 S. Torrey was buried in a place that had been used by theNative inhabitants at that time for ceremont that time for ceremonial purposes. In fact, the gravejust happens to lie directly in beTie directly in between the Observatory Cave and the altar.Torrey had been an explorer, then I seriously doubtwould have been buried in such asmuried in such a Sacred place. To have done so would have beest

a flagrant desecration. So simoworation. So simply judging by the location of the grave, IL
would seemmore than likely that sthan likely that S. Torrey was the descendant of one of the
original Druid Celt settlerst settlers that had been forced to flee England because

- hor religious belle IS. he oshe may have even been a Druin Driest or

his or her religious beliefs.
I
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Priestess of mixed descent, possibly, English, Scottish and Irish.
It is possible that several persons of English, Scottish, Basque and Irish

descent came to the New World before, during, and after the time of Columbus
on board Basque fishing boats. The Basques themselves had been fishing along
the East Coast for hundreds of years and it was two Basque pilots that had
originally brought Columbus to the New World. In fact, the Celts that later
came from the Iberian Peninsula, or Celtiberians as they are now called, were
of Basque, Celtic and Punic origin. These people had settled in America some
2,500 years ago, long before Columbus was even born.

Since the native inhabitants of the Mianus River Valley had had prior
contact with the Celts, or were of mixed descent, then they would have openly
welcomed these refugees into their community. This would also explain the
stories of white Indians speaking Gaelic in America in colonial times and may
also be the reason why some of the native inhabitants, especially those living
in Stamford and Greenwich, were systematically exterminated in colonial times
with little explanation. This would also explain why there was very little
written about them, their language or their beliefs in the history books. From
the information that I was able to gather, it seemed that the colonists were
disturbed that at least one of the New England tribes performed what were
perceived to be ritual sacrifices. If one were to view the Celtic funeral
ceremony then he could have easily mistaken it for a sacrifice.

There is also a good chance that the colonists that arrived in New England
in the 1600's knew about the Chambers and may have even feared them, recog
nizing them as places in which the old religion was practiced. According to
records recently found, no one was permitted to go near them because they were
considered evil.

It is also possible that several of the Chambers that had been found in
England and America were destroyed and replaced with churches to counteract
the evil. Those colonists who were of Celtic or mixed descent, however, most
certainly recognized the New England Chambers as places that were once held
sacred by their ancestors and may have even gone so far as to secretly perform
forbidden Druidic ceremonies in them.

WHO WAS HERE FIRST?

aro

Since the writing and completion of this report, I found something quite by
accident while thumbing through a comprehensive chronology of the town of
Greenwich entitled Before and After 1776. On the first page of this
chronology, which was prepared by the Greenwich Historical Society in 1976, I
found someothing quite interesting indeed. Under the heading of Who was here

first the forth paragraph states, that "Out on Bluff Island off Greenwich

point are mooring holes, claimed to have been cut by t
They inserted poles in these holes to which they tied their boats -- the means

of making a quick departure if the natives became unfriendly.".
Alone, this simple statement would give at least some credence to my find

ings, but it's just a small piece of a much larger puzzle. There is a large,

but not all too well-known body of evidence that tends to support a Norse

presence in America. It comprises of some fifty sites, seventy artifacts, and

over a hundred inscriptions. One of the most controversial of the sites is the

Viking Round Church Tower in Newport Rhode Island. Even though it was mapped

by the Italian navigator Giovanni Verrazono in 1524, the tower, which was

built in 1100, was mistakenly attributed to governor Bennidict Arnold.

The most controversial of the inscribed artifacts is the Kensington Rune

stone of Minnesota. This stone, once thought to be a fake, was actually a his

toric document that reported the misadventures of a group of Norse explorers

which had traveled up the Mississippi River in 1362. Skeptics who doubted its

authenticity did not have an adequate knowledge of the rune variants and their

occurrence in old Norse manuscripts in Scandinavia. According to Barry Fell,
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dit,
indicate thate Minnesota a

one of the most meticulous No
recent studies by Dr. Richard

have studied it, completely vindicates the authenticity

ment, and dispels charges of fraud raised by earlier writer

evidence such as these would seem to indicate that the Nord

their boats at Greenwich Point, but also traveled to Minnesot

er to home, the Libyans also sailed to Long Island. In 1882, a bi

pto-Lybian inscribed tablet was discovered in a shell midden

ved to have been a Native American petroglyph recording a huntina

, which is now on display at the Museumof the American Indian

ben forged

authenticity of thisompletely vindicate.cod by earlier writers.scholars to have studied iconmir document, and dispels chaty nud see
of fraudhistoric document, and dispe the Norse not

Pieces of evidence such as od to Minnesota as
only moored their boats at Green
well. closer to home, the Libya shell midden at
lingual Egypto-Lybian insc and. Until quite recently,
Eagle Neck, Orient, at the eastern tip of Long to
it was believed to have been a
trip. The tablet, which is now on A1P nnor Favot made this stele vn

ew York, states that - A ship's crew from upper Egypt 1
respect to their Expedition. The bbyeir Expedition. The Libyan text may be rendered as: This ship is

a vessel from the Egyptian Dominionsomthe Egyptian Dominions. This tablet could not have been forced
because of the simple fact that the anthe simple fact that the ancient Libyan Language was not deciphered.

13. Furthermore, a detailed comparative analysis Othe elements of
the script indicates that the tablet dates back to about thedates hack to about the ninth century BCAccording

to Fell, features of the script suggest a com
Micmac hieroglyphic script.nieroglyphic script. This fact when taken together with the recent
Lecognition of Egyptian vocabulary in the Micmac language suggests that

during the Libyan Dynasty may have traded with the Algonquins and
caught them how to use ideograms to express their language in writing. The
existence of this tablet indicates that the Egyptians sailed into Long Island
Sound long before Leif Eirikson was even born. Even more surprising, the
Basques were here long before the Egyptians. They established settlements inAmerica over 2700 years ago. However, the earliest explorers and colonistswere the Celts who arrived here over 8500 years ago.With all the evidence that has been gathered about the early explorationsof America, it would seemall too logical that the Norse, who were also guidedby the Druids, would have set foot in the Mianus River Valley sometime duringtheir history. According to countless historical accounts and legends alike,one or more Druid priests would accompany the Norse on their voyages. TheNorse themselves were descendants of the ancient Celts and made countlessvoyages to America prior to Columbus, The Druids themselves, left no writtenrecord of their history only oral testimonies that were passed down from generation to generation that were committed to memory. They were so secretive infact, that the Romanshad to send in spies to infiltrate their ranks to getthe information necessary to defeat them. Little did the Romans know, however,that the Druids had established colonies in the New World that would survivewell past the fall of the RomanEmpire.

EPILOGUE 1998

THE TREETOPS PROPERTY
This August, after learning of the possible development of a 110 acre par

cel of land known as Treetops that is.unown as Treetops that is currently owned by the Champion Inter
national Corporation, I madeperhapsnoration, I made perhaps one of the hardest decisions of my entire
Life I had to go public with my findings. On Wednesdav.by a reporter and a photographer from the Stamford Advocate to

accompanied by a reporter and a
my findings. On Wednesday August 26th I wasMianus River Park. I had been sitting on per

I had been sitting on perhaps one of the most significant
ological finds in the entire history of Celtic research ar

time to tell the world what I hahe world what I had found. Even with the story that made the
front page of the Stamford Advocahe Stamford Advocate and the Greenwich Time on August 27th, the

Toombs development company informedment company informed me that they had hired Mr. Earnest
Weigand, a paid archaeological consultantaeological consultant to look at the Treetops property astated

that Weigand found no evhot Weigand found no evidence of what I suggestedtops property.
In a letter dated August 28th, W. Scott Toombs sti have found archaeological evidenceeological evidence evidence in Mianus River Park, no such

1. Scott Toombs stated that "While you may
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findings occurred at Treetops. Your implications (without any proof) only
confuse the issue and lead to inaccurate information being distributed.
What Mr. Toombs was unaware of, however, was the fact that I had visited the
Treetops property on more than one occasion since 1992 and had documentedthree large stone monumentsIn

September, a group of concerned individuals led by myself visited the
property and videotaped these three stone monuments, which were found to bevery close to where the developers were planning to build at least TOUOLhouses. In addition to these three major monuments, a considerable numoessmaller carved stones were also noted and videotaped by me. Also located on
the property were pre-colonial and modified pre-colonial stone IOWSne Low
in particular was found to intersect two of the

Monument one can be best described as an intelligently carved puzzle sloneSentinel Dolman that is situated on top of a carved stone slab plaupuzzle stone is a segmented or fragmented boulder that is formed out of two omore
stones that are carved and fitted together to form one large boulder.

Upon careful examination of monument one it was determined that it was
composed of five stones. This monument is part of a much larger formation that
is com-posed of several carved stones.

Monument two what we call a carved boulder and puzzle stone monument. 1
is intelligently carved and situated on top of a small rock outcropping and is
intersected on two sides by a pre-colonial stone row.

Monument three is composed of three intelligently carved stones. Stone
one, which is on the left is carved in almost the shape of a letter E. Stones
two and three, which are on the right side of stone one are carved and placed
on top of one another so that they almost form a mirror image of stone one.
Both stone two and three are shorter than stone one and almost appear to be
rectangular if looked at from the back. Situated around the monument are
carved stone slabs that may have been used as benches.

of the three monuments, monument three is in the most danger of being dis
turbed by development. These three monuments as well as the stone rows are
located on a portion of the Treetops property that was originally part of a
nature trail that was used by Champion and connects to Mianus River Park's
trail system.

Besides these three monuments, there are several smaller carved stones all
over the part of the Treetops property that we were able to access. Not
wanting to spend too much time on the property, we had to make four trips to
properly document what I had found on videotape.

1

u

WE FOUND ANOTHER TWO!

H

Just when we thought that we had cataloged everything on the part of the
Treetops property that was within the vicinity of the long disputed nature
trail; two more monuments were brought to our attention. The first one is a
large carved platform boulder that is situated not far from Indian Mill Lane

ain the woods behind someone's house and could only be glimpsed from
distance.

The second one is a very impressive monument indeed. This one particular
monument is a large standing stone approximately twenty feet long that was

found lying on the ground not far away from the place that it had been guar

ried. Upon examination of the videotape, the stone appears to have been nearly

finished and was ready to be moved to where it would have been erected. As

with most standing stones, the base of it was carved to a point so that it

could be placed into a socket carved out of the bedrock.
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WE'VE GOT INSCRIPTIONS
AND ARTIFACTSI

Charles Boyle
uments that are
finding several

hered. Also

On August 29th, veteran
visited Mianus River Park
mentioned in this report. TO
ancient Gaelic inscriptions
recovered were artifacts.

29th, veteran researcher and epigraphic expert Charles

nus River Park to view the majority of the major monuments tha

this report. To my surprise, he had no problem finding

e inscriptions that are currently being deciphered

THE ARTIFACTS

tes a ceremonial votive knife
rst artifact that was recovered was a ceremonial

inches long, which was foundlong, which was found beneath a large boulder that was carved in the

shape of the head of a bear. Thisthe head of a bear. This knife was carved out of sandstone. compos-ita.

dna so fragile that it was clearly not a IUIclearlv not a functional tool but a ceremonoffering.

Artifact two wasct two was perhaps one of the most incredible things that I had ever

It is a small stone approximately six inches long and three inches wide

is carved in the distinct shape of a profile of a human face. This
artifact was found beneath a carved nested Dolman on top of a ridge, which is
situated on one side of a small clearing.

This artifact is definitely intelligently carved and the eye, nose with
nostril, ear andmouth are clearly visible. Not only that, but there is also a
small notch carved on the back of it that is on the lower right hand side.
This notch is situated so that a person holding the stone in the right hand
could place his or her index finger in the notch. By the way that this stone
was carved, it was clearly meant to be held in the right hand of its owner.
Judging by the noticeable amount of wear of not only the finger notch but alsowhere the holder's thumb would be, this stone was carried by its owner for aconsiderable amount of time. This artifact is the ancient equivalent of amodern day photograph and most certainly belonged to one of the members of thefamily of the profile of the person carved on the stone.Artifact three is what is known as a shaft straightener. It is a smallpiece of stone that was used as a tool to work on the shafts of arrows. It isintelligently carved.

Artifact four was a piece of rock that was perhaps charred in the funeralceremony since it is believed that the carved boulder was left as a memorialto the person found carved in profile on artifact two. It was customary forpeople to cremate their dead and if the person was someone important a
helder was often carved and set into place where the person was either where

merson had died or where the person was buried.ritual practice. This was a common Celtici farts five and six are carved stone tools. Artifact five is in the
e of an axe head, possibly used either as a weapon or hammer. Artifact Six

appears to be a small hand axeme small hand axe. Both artifacts were found on one of the tradin
Mianus River Park.

Artifact seven seems to have been a work
eems to have been a work of art in progress. Though CL

unfinished, it almost appears to be in the shape of an owl.
probably being carved by a child when

orved by a child when for some reason it was abandoned. 1*

rtifact was found on the same ridge where artif
It was

found.

and unfinished, it

MY FINDINGS HAVE BEEN VERIFIED
On August 29th, Charles B

ience in my particular field
also stated that I had found
settlements ever discovered. He
somewherebetween 3200 BC a

This settlement, which appeare

Charles Boyle, a researcher with over twenty years oL

ar field of research not only verified my findin

I had found perhaps one of the most ancient
jered. He estimated

that it had been originally
BCand 6000 BC as I had suspected.

years of exper

oment, which appearea Onave over ten thousand inhabitantsi

originally settle
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the majority of around 3200 BCalzons f the HuPutnam

Valeu
C and 2500 BC. Hicated to have been one structures found in

seemed to serve as a base camp for future explorations of the Hudson andPutnam Valley regions somewhere around 3200 BC. It might be interesting topoint out that the majority of the stone structures found in the Hudson andPutnam Valley were dated to have been constructed between approximately 3200BP and 2500 BC. Historical records and fellow researchers indicate that aconsiderable amount of iron ore was mined and excavated at thisunknown culture.
The Hudson Valley where a considerable amount of Celtic stone scucut

as a large amount of high-grade iron ore. Ore that coute anevery easily been mined by the Celts and transported down the nuasback to their homeland.
Stone structures and monuments found in Canada and other partEngland were determined to have been constructed between 500 AD and

O"
imately 1200 AD. With this in mind, then you can see why the als coversettlementis so important. It is clear that this wasn't a short term carerbut a long-term settlement that may have been continuously Innthousands of years and perhaps even up until colonial times.

will not know for certain how long this settlement was innaoilea azt
we have successfully deciphered all of the complex ancient Gaelic and OGAM
inscriptions that are carved on many of the stones in Mianus River Park.
With all of the valuable information that may be contained in this one area we
can not afford to lose even one piece of it to development.

Though the archaeologist hired by the developers stated that he had found
no evidence of an advanced stone carving culture on the Treetops property.
However, we must keep in mind that if a "paid Archaeologist were to say that
he found something important on the property that it shouldn't be developed,
he would most certainly never be hired by another developer.

He did admit, however that he had found evidence of what he perceived to
be a Native American short term hunting camp that dated back to approximately
1500 BC to 2500 BC. Of course to an archaeologist not trained in Celtic arch
eology would have a tendency to blame every thing that he could not classify
as colonial in origin as being Native American or caused by glaciers.

If he found arrowheads that were dated to about 2500 BC as we suspect he

may have, I mentioned earlier in this report that most archaeologists were at

a loss to explain how the Native Americans had acquired the bow and arrow.
Weapons that had been found in other parts of the world and at that time had

been used by several European cultures including the Celts and Egyptians. To

say that the Native Americans discovered this technology is almost like saying

that Columbus discovered America.
From a number of Scandinavian manuscripts we now know that Eric the Red

went to Greenland in 986 and that his son explored the coast of New England as

far south as Rhode Island fourteen years later, calling the entire region

Vinland because the abundance of grapes he found there. Lief Erikson's brother

Thorvald made a voyage to Vinland in 1002 AD and was believed to have been

killed by an arrow somewhere in Cape Cod.

THE WOODLAND PERIOD OF THE NEW ENGLAND INDIANS

cinis the Woodland Period of the New England American In

dian History. This is the period when the New England Indians began to gro

crops like corn, squash, pumpkins, beans and Jerusalem artichokes. The arti

chokes were roots that were very similar to the white potato. During this per

iod, clans banded together to form tribes. Somemembers of this new communit

Became woodworkers, hunters, farmers, Arrow makers, stoneworkers potters and

fishermen.
Some women even learned to preserve foods for future use, while others be

came highly skilled at tanning animal hides. Some·womenmanufactured textiles
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from vegetable fibers, andIbers, and surprisingly enough, in some cases they produced

products superior to those thatlor to those that were manufactured in Europe during the same

period.
Just as important as the advmportant as the advances that were made in agriculture and tech

nology were those that were made in the that were made in the field of medicine, which in some ways

f contemporaries in any part of the world.

It seems very hard to believe that theseTara to believe that these people could have discovered this

knowledge on their own. It seemmore likelyn. It seemmore likely that these people were taught by

more highly advanced race. How could such a primitive
primarily hunted animals in small clansed animals in small clans suddenly discover the bow and arrow,

discover how to make clay pottery, how to Iarclay pottery, how to farm the land and establish settle

ments?
During this one period in theirone period in their history, their dwellings became large

enough to house more than one family, their too.lan one family, their tools became more varied and

complextheir language became more expre:anguage became more expressive, their customs became more.
sophisticated, and their religious observances beir religious observances became more formalized. WHY?

It's surprising to say the least that all of these soclado Leon
and medicinal advances occurred long beivances occurred long before the coming of Columbus Cosmetodo

A WHOLE NEW CHAPTER OF CELTIC HISTORY

Today after six years of research into the pre-colonial habitation of the
Mianus River Valley by a pre-Columbian Celtic seafaring culture, there are
still many questions that need to be answered. And with every day that passes
I find more and more physical evidence that needs to be carefully recorded and
studied. I have contacted several other researchers who will be coming to viewmy findings within the very near future.

With all the information that will be gathered from the many inscriptionswill most certainly fill many volumes. Finally after so many years, otherslike myself will have a lot of the questions answered. Many researchers beforeme have been looking for a place like the one that I have found for severalyears. They looked for a place where the ancient Celts first set foot in NewEngland. A base campfrom which explorations of the rest of the New Englandcoastline could be conducted.

C
D

befriended their dead ansacred plac

After spending a great deal of time going over my findings and putting allthe pieces together, I can honestly say that I may have found one of the firstCeltic settlements ever established in NewEngland. With the finding of thissettlement, a whole new chapter of Celtic history may be written. Being partNative American, I can appreciate the sacredness of the land that theseexplorers and colonists had settled on. Thisanonists had settled on. This was indeed a sacred place whereremonies were held and where many of their dead are buriedThey came to this place and befriended the native inhabitants and lived inpeace with them for many years and then suddenlysur many years and then suddenly, they abandoned their
ative inhabitants and lived inmonuments and their complex structures. All we have left

in complex structures. All we have left to remind us of their
presence is what they had carved into the many stonarved into the many stones. Words from a longforgotten language that only a few devoted researchIv a few devoted researchers can comprehend.We had desperately hoped that such an impI hoped that such an important piece of the puzzle as the
Treetops property is for us, would never be deis would never be developed. We had desperatelyhoped that this special piece of land would beso that the monuments and pre-colonial stone rowmercolonial stone rows would be protected. From my

came part of Mianus River Parkfindings, I can safely conclude that what I had fude that what I had found in Mianus River Park was
the ceremonial center of the settlement
have been one of the places where they may haua where they may have built their homes.Many of the researchers that I have snowre that I have spoken to agree that the settlement
should be preserved in its entirety and. its entirety and not be partially developed. To lose
such a valuable piece of historicall,of historically significant land would be a crime
against all those who have tried tove tried to prove that an ancient Celtic seafaring
culture did in fact inhabit NewEnglandhit NewEngland. And maybe someday the Mianus River
Park settlement may find its way intonav find its way into the history books.

ha
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The Mystery of The Mianus

By Dan Rockwell

Did ancient explorers visit the Mianus River Valley?
In a comprehensive chronology of the town of Greenwich entitled Before and Alter1776 prepared by the Greenwich Historical Society in 1976, we found an interestingpiece of information concerning our ancient past.On page one, under the heading "WHOWASHEREFIRST, the forth paragraph statesthat:

Land off Greenwich point are mooring holes, claimed to have beencut by the Norsemen around 1100. They inserted poles in these holes to which theytied their boats -- the means of making a quick departure if the natives becameunfriendly."

Sesan aoun10. minah,pointertes pertinenthese holes to whihey
ae

Some of you may scoff at such a statement. but if you've ever found a targeboulder that appeared to be too perfectly placed to have been a glacial erraltone that appears to have been carved then vou might have wondered how it got halway. Alone, this statement would not have much value, but it is just a small pieceof a large puzzle.
Most of you would be surprised to find out that there is indeed a large, butnot all too well known body of evidence that tends to support a large Celtic andNorse presence in America. It comprises of some fifty sites, seventy artifacts, andover a hundred inscriptions.

As of 1992, The oldest of these sites, determined to be over 6.000 years old,(Dating back to 3500 to 40*00 BC), were thought to have been located in the Hudsonand Putnam Valley regions. The majority of these sites, were determined to be notonly pre-Columbian, but also non-Native American in origin. Not only that, but thesesites were nearly identical to sites found in the British Isles and other placeswhere this ancient Celtic sea-faring culture had once explored and settled.The structures and monuments that have been found in these regions were brokendown into several classifications with the most significant and controversial ofthese being what we call Stone Chambers. For many years, these mysterious stonestructures were misidentified as root cellars and developers destroyed a lot ofthem, but several of them, located on public land have been preserved.
According to local legends, these Chamberswere said to have been built by theDruids over 4000 years ago. In a book written in 1800 that documented the history ofWestchester County mentioned that these Chamberswere found by colonial farmers whoused them for storage. At the time, the colonists were puzzled as to who had built

them.
Wappinger Indian legends also tell of large men with horns on their heads (helmets)

and blue eyes like the sky and faces of red fire (Beards), that journeyed up the
Hudson River many centuries ago in long ships. These people lived peacefully among
the Wappingers for many years. In one place in particular, on Ninham Mountain in
Brewster New York, these people were said to have performed great magic to summon
the earth spirits.

THEEVIDENCEIN NEWENGLAND

One site that comes to mind is the Viking round tower in Newport Rhode Island
Even though it was mapped by the Italian navigator Giovanni Verrazono in 1524. the
tower which was built in 1100, was mistakenly attributed to governor Bennidict
Arnold.

duTodate over fifty of these mysterious structures have been found in the
several more located in parts of Connecticutand Putnam Valley regions alone with

Montville, Moodus, Groton andncluding Danbury Thompson. Unfortunatelyno
chambers have yet been found in Greenwich, Stamford, Pound Ridge or Bedford.

utnom Valley region alone Moodus, Groton and

First of all, theils are constatructed out of glass

Identification Criteria.
First of all the floor of the commonchamber is carved out of one or more slabs

of solid rock. The walls are constructed out of massive blocks of granite mar
and limestone. The ceilings are constructed out of �æÆ�'0of schist and gneiss. And

the average ceiling height can range anywhere from four to eight feet.
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ese
average ceiling slab. which weighs several tons each, has the rough width and

Ju precisely that no measuring device roula

-Not

sevAn average ceiling slab, which
thickness of three feet with athree feet with a length longer than the interior of the chamber. These

slabs were fitted together so1icted together so precisely that no measuring device could be fit in

between them. Not only that,them. Not only that, but they were fitted together so tightly that the

floors remain dry even during the severe
can be anywherefrom fifteen to thirty feet in lengti

width ranging from eight to twentging from eight to twenty feet. Someof the chambers are cylindrical in

shape, but the majority of themare oval.
The largest of the ovalest of the oval chamberswere believed to have been used as rest stops bu

these ancient explorers and can easilyIs and can easily accommodateover twenty people. The smaller

oneswere used for storage.
Someof them however, were usedhowever, were used to observe solstices and equinoxes by these

ancient peoples. The entrances of thesefrances of these chambetimes of the yeasinsimilarities. The entrances of these chamberswere aligned so that the rising sun

would illuminate their interiorsinate their interiors only at these times of the year.
After a careful study of theseUstudy of these ancient structures, striking similarities and

pieces of aeces of evidence were found that would give credence as to theil OL.

*

*

* All chamberswere built directly over underground
All chamberswere built over largewere built over large deposits of magnetite, a rock that carries a

high-grade iron ore.
anding stones, large stone walls as well as megalithic monuments are also

found within the vicinity of these chambers.
az 0the chamberswere found on what had native American sacred ground and

were later used by these peoples for religious purposes.
an ancient script knownas OGAMwas found carved into stone in quite a few of the

chambers. OGAMwas first deciphered in Ireland during the seventeenth century and is
a complete language written in the form of Morse code with lines stroked at
different angles, with each stroke representing different letters. An inscription
found in one of the chamberswas deciphered as a dedication to the Celtic god
Beltain.

ENGLESESSNS

* In colonial times, there were several stories of white Indians that spoke a Celticdialect in America.
* Large, carved, green oval limestone's that clearly depicted the Pleiades starsystem were found in two of the chambers. The Pleiades appears directly overheadonly on October 31st, a knownDruid holidays.
* The chambersandmonumentsfound in NewEngland are nearly identical to ones foundin the British Isles.
* Unlike root cellars, the chambersare identical in construction with littlevariation,

Carbon dating of plant material found trapped between the stones indicated thatthe chamberswere constructed between two and four thousand years ago.An Obsidian dagger was found in the wall of one of the chambers. The type ofObsidian (a type of volcanic glass) that was used, can only be found in Iceland.

thatcate th
a one time inhabit the

Den though the chambersand other related Celtic structures and monuments havebeen found east of the Hudsonriver from Canadato Florida. up untilthought that anyththat anything would be found in Greenwich and Stamford. However, after acareful study, it was determined that evdu it was determined that even though no chamberswere found, that therewas still enoughpreliminary evidence toñouch preliminary evidence to indicate that an advanced stone carvingculture did at one time inhabit the Mianus River ValleyThey either chose not to build atchose not to build chambers or most of them were destroyed by
developers who mistook them for root cellars. A few landers

them for root cellars. A few landscapers did say that they
did see structures similar to the chamberres similar to the chamberson building lots in parts of Greenwichwhen they cleared them, but simedthem but since no one at the time knew what they had found,
quickly bull dozed them.

A lot of chambers in the Hudson anof chambers in the Hudson and PutnamValley regions were destroved by
developers, but fortunately, thet fortunately, those that were found on public land, were spared and
are now protected.

of 1998, over fifty archaeological anomaliesand Greenwich, with several of them within the vicinity of Mianus River

in Stamford and Greenwich, with seve,
Park. These anomalies include Stanomalies include Standing stones, Perched and platformed boulders.

m, have been found
Rock-stacks, Dolmen. Stonemounds,andman-madStonemounds,andman-madecavesIna few areas we fourwe found standing stones, which are tall, thin rocks, weighing
several tons that are carved flat.no carved flat on their bottoms so that they stand upright 11K
pillars. These were monumentsth:these were monumentsthat were erected for atpurposes. One type has the facehas the Iace of an important person or leader carved into

were erected for astronomical and religioustops of them. On several ridges and cliffsridges and cliffs there are what are called perched

er

le mounds anding stihem within we call

man-made
carn are tall,

that and uprigh
ages and an imnerected

liffs therant person astronomistand
upris
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boulders. They range from natural erratics to intelligently carved and placed. Theycan weigh from one to several tons. A few of the ones we examined were either carvedflat or notched on their bottoms so that they would remain in place. Several of themwere worshipped by the Eastern Woodland Indians.The largest of these types of boulders fall under the category of Dolmans.Dolmans are Celtic monuments that were erected at the site of the death of a greatleader or to commemorate a battle and consisted of either a large perched orbalanced stone.
A Cromlech Dolman is a large cap-stone boulder weighing ten tons or more that 15supported on three to six stone pegs. The largest Dolman in the World, weighing overeighty tons, is located in North Salem New York and is carved out of pink granite.This gigantic stone is precisely balanced on six limestone columns. A second, muchsmaller, Dolman, weighing approximately thirty tons, is located in tynnesetts and is held up by three stone pegs.In 1993, two small nested Dolmen were found in Greenwich, Connecticut. A neseuDolman is a large boulder that is placed on top of a bed or nest of smaller LOCKS.platformed boulders are very similar to and could even be considered a suclass of Dolmans. They are large boulders that are not only caved Ilat on heirbottoms, but are also placed on a platform which is usually a slab OI rock. Two OLthese types of boulders have been found.

SS.

of Dolmans. They are tang latform which is
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CLASSIFICATIONS
OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL

ANOMALIES

IDENTIFICATION
CRITERIA

1. StoneMounds.

a.Location-Canbefoundonrockyhilltopsorswampylow
b. Size-Fromsmalltolarge.Moundsuptosall tolarge.Moundsuptosixtyfeetin diameterandfifteenfeethighhavebeenfound.

C.Purpose-ThoughttohavebeenconstructedbyNativeInhabitants
lohavebeenconstructedbyNativeInhabitantstoeithermarkthesiteof atragedy

or thedeathofawarriorortomarkburialsites.Ceawarriorortomarkburialsites.Certainmoundshavealsobeenlinkedtoastronomical

alignmentsandCelticFuneralpractices.Moundsfoundbetweenspiitbo
eralpractices.Moundsfoundbetweensplitbouldersarebelievedtobethe

gravesof IberianCeltsfromapproximately750BCto950AD.

2. Stone Chambers.

a.Location-Usuallyfoundconstructedintothesidesofhillsbut canalsobefreestanding.

b. Size-Fromsmalltolarge.
c. Type-1.SingleorDoubleCapstone.2.HillsideorFreestanding
d. IdentificationCriteria

1.Thefloorsmustbeofstoneslabconstruction.
2.Thewallsmustbeconstructedofstonesofvarioussizeswithwallsslopinginward.
3.Thewallsmustbeconstructedoutofblocksofgranite,quartzandlimestone.

4. TheCeilingsmustbeconstructedofmassiveslabsof schistandgneisswitheachslabweighingfrom
threetothirtytons.

5.Strcturesmustbelocatedoverlargedepositsofmagnetiteandundergroundstreams.
6. Theremustbeadefinitemagneticanomalyofatleastone-degreepresentattheentrance.
7.Structuresmusthaveeitherasingleordoublecapstone.
8.Inmostcases,structuresmustbeconstructedintothesidesofhills.

e.Purpose-MostChambershaveavarietyof functions.
1.FuneralCeremonies.
2. TomarkSolsticesorEquinoxes.
3.Storage
4. Shelter.
5.Processingof IronOre.

f Markings-Threeslash-likemarkingsoratriangleshapedstoneincorporatedinto thefrontwall of the
Chamberindicatethatit wasusedforfuneralpurposes.
g.ApproximateAge

1.SingleCapStone-Constructedbetween4000and2000BC.
2.DoubleCapStone-Constructedbetween2000BCand1000AD.

*Note-If foundwithaltarinsideorwithinthevicinwithaltarinsideorwithinthevicinityoftheChamber,thenit wasconstructedbetween4000and2000BC.

3. Standing Stones.

a.Location-Any
b. Shape-Usuallyrectangular,butcanbeanyshape.
c.Size-Any
d. Types-FreeStanding,SupportedorBalanced
e.Purpose-Varied.

1.Monumentstospirits,godsorchiefs.
2.Astronomicalorplacemarkers.
3.Memorialstoindividuals.



4. Pointing Stones.

a.Location-Any
b. Shape-similarto StandingStones.
c. Size-Any
d. Types-Directionalor Astronomical.
e.Purpose-Usedtomark trails, solarandastronomicalalignments.

5. Perched Boulders.

a. Location-Any,but usuallyat thetopsof ridgesor cliffs.Sometimesfoundnearstonewallsof
mounds. In somecasesperchedboulderscanbe intersectedononeormoresidesby stonerows.b. Shape-Any.

c. Size-From oneto onehundredtons.
d. Types-Various.

1.Singular 5. Stacked. 9. Carved. 13.Fragmented
2. Split. 6. Rocking.. 10.Natural 14.Puzzlestone
3.Rounded 7. Pedestaled 11.Intelligent 15.Combination
4. FlatBottomed. 8. Platformed 12.NaturalErratic. 16.Reflectortype

.. e.Purpose-Tomark sacredplaces,astronomicalallignments,placesof deathor a greatbattle.
SometimesassociatedwithNativeAmericanandCelticceremonialandsacredsites.

6. Dolmen or Balanced Stones.

a.Location- Any
b. Shape-Roundedor flatslab-like.
c. Size-Usuallyover tentons.
d. Types-Chromlechor StoneTable.
e.Purpose-Various.

1. Tomark theburial placeof a greatleader.
2. Tomark thesiteof a greatbattleor significantevent.
3. Tomark thedeathof a respectedindividual.

7.Mourning Stones.

a.Location-Any.
b. Shape-Any.
c. Size-Any.
d. Types-Boulderor Slab-like.
e.Purpose-Tomark thesiteof a significanttragedyoraburial site.

f.Markings- Y-shapedmarkingusuallycarvedinto thefrontof stone.

8. Stone Rows.

a.Location-Foundat agreatvarietyof locations.
1.Narrowriver valleys.
2. Streambeds.
3.Hilltops.
4. Theseacoast.

b. Shape-Various.
c. Size-Various



8. Stone Rows. (Cont.)

d. Types-Thereisagreatvarietyof thesestructures.
1.Somearecomposedoffieldstonesandboulders.
2.Somecontainintermittentboulders.
3.Someareunusuallywide.
4.Someareunusuallyhigh.
5.Somearecomposedofnaturalorquarriedrockfromnearbyridgesor ledges.

e.Purpose-Various.
1.Barriers. 5.Ceremonialmarkers.
2.Boundaries 6. ArtisticCreations.
3.Conduits. 7. Signsofrespect.
4.Horizonmodifiers. 8.Defensivefortifications

f. Description
Massiverowsofstoneworkthatareisolatedfromanyotherstoneworkorhabitation.Sometimeslink

naturalrockoutcroppings,boulders,standingstones,hilltops,streamsandlandscapediscontinuities.
Rowsareoftenconnectedtoornearmodifiednaturalstructuressuchasbalancedrocks,rockingstones,
rockoverhangsandperchedboulders.

Unlikecolonialwalls,theyarelooselybuiltwithlargegapsbetweenstoneswithbouldersprecariously
perchedoreasilymovable.A fewstonerowsinNewEnglandhavebeenshownby excavationresultstobe
prehistoric.OnesuchstonerowinFreetown,Massachusettswasdatedto1100AD.

However,theoldestdocumentedstonerow,whichwasexcavatedat theFlaggSwampRockShelterin
MarlboroMassachusetts,wasdatedbystratifiedsmall-stemmedprojectilepointstotheLateArchaic
period,or at least3,000yearsago.

9. Stone Alters

a.Location-Any
b. Shape-Usuallyrectangular,butcanbeanyshape.
c.Size-Any
d. Types-quarriedrectangularblockormodifiednaturalerratic.
e.Purpose-Varied.

1.FuneralCeremonies
2Suspectedritualsacrifices
3.Religiousobservances.

NOTE - TheabovementionedIdentificationcriteriaexceptforthestonealtarswasbasedonresearch
conductedin NewEnglandby VeteranResearchersByronDixandJamesMavorwhohavedocumented
severalsuchexamplesofpre-Colonialstonework.All oftheabovementionedidentificationcriteriacouldeasilybeappliedto theresearchbeingconductedinMianusRiverParksincemostofwhat isdescribed
wasfoundthereexceptforStoneChambers.Belowareexamplesofpre-colonialstoneworkthathassofaronlybeendocumentedinMianusRiverPark.

10. Stone Slab Fortifications

a.Location-Any.
b. Shape-Any.
c.Size-Any.
d.Length- fromtwentytoonehundredfeetinlength.
e. Types.Twotypesnoted.Modifiedridgeorselfsupporting.
f. Purpose-DefensiveFortifications



10. Stone Slab Fortifications (cont.)

g.Description.- Canbestbe describedasanumberof carvedstoneslabsproppedup atapproximatelya

forty-fivedegreeangleandpartiallyor completelybackfilled.In thecaseof themodifiedridgetype,the

stoneslabsarenotedtoberestingagainstonesideof a ridge.As in theself-supportingtype,theslabsare

placedhigherupon theridgeusuallynearthetopandarepartiallyburiedintothesoilof theridgewith

five ormorefeetof theslababovetheground.. Thestoneslabscanbeanysizefromsix feetin width, ten

totwelvefeetin heightandtwelveto twentyinchesin thickness.

11. Balanced Standing Stones.

a.Location-Any
b. Shape-Usuallyrectangular,butcanbeanyshape.
c. Size-Any
d. Types-natural,carvedor combination
e.Purpose-Varied.

1.Monumentstospirits,godsor chiefs.
2.Astronomicalorplacemarkers.
3.Memorialstoindividuals.

f. Description

Theonlyknownexampleofthis typeof standingstoneis locatedinMianusRiverPark.It canbestbe

describedasalargestoneweighingapproximatelyfifty tonsthatiscarvednearlyflatonthebackof it, the

bottomof it andononeside. Abetterdescriptionof it canberenderedasfollows.

Onanexactcompassbearingwestof themouthoftheObservatoryCaveonanopposingridge,there

existsacarvedandbalancedstandingstone.Thisstone,whichhasan approximateweightof fifty tons

andaheightof overthirty feet,wasnotedtobecarvedcompletelyflat onthebottomandnorthfaceand

partially carvedflat on itswestface. Itwasalsonotedthatthisstonewaspositionedsothatthebottomof

the southfacewasrestingononepointontopofa square-cutrectangularstonewith thebottomof the

north facerestingon theedgeof theridge.Betweenthesetwoopposingpoints,thereexistsanopenspace

of approximatelysix inchesbetweenthebaseof thestoneandtheridge.Toput it simply,thestonewas

positionedsothatit wasonlysupportedontwopoints.Withnoothersupportinbetween.Theoddsofthis

being anaturalerraticareastronomicaltosaytheleast. Itwasdeterminedthattheobserverstandingat

themouth ofthecaveusedthestoneasareferencetohelpdeterminethepositionof thesun.Alsoitwould

be importanttonotethatthereappearstobetheprofileof ahumanfacecarvedintheridgein frontof the

observatorycavethatseemstbelookingintentlyatthestone,which is severalyardsaway.




